Yet despite these virtues, Dr Bror Saxberg from the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, in an interview in this very volume of JALT, is quick to caution us on the limits of lecturing, notwithstanding what Saxberg says are its values for learning tourism and for enabling the audience to think about the world in a different way for 20 minutes. Saxberg says, "despite these values, we must never be confused into thinking a 20-minute talk about string theory has made you a string theory physicist!" (Saxberg, Harris & Rudolph, 2018, p. 48) .
So maybe then with all the options available to academics, it is only that the bad lecture is dead, so long live the good lecture. Lecture, Pomo Campus, Singapore, September 25, 2018 . The Lecture is dead.
An earlier version of this article was delivered at the Introduction to the Inaugural Kaplan Singapore Provost's
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You hear it from educational technology companies, you hear it from publishers, from industry leaders. In a wonderful bit of irony, I even once heard it in a lecture! Law Professor Peter Waring from the Singapore Murdoch Campus recently even won a debate in the affirmative, the topic? The Lecture is dead (Murdoch University, 2018).
So is it? I contend it's not and if I'm wrong I really don't want it to die and I'll lecture you as to why. Here are my responses to some arguments getting around the place:
We don't need lecturers now that we have The Google (any company whose executives don't need to turn up to Senate hearings deserves the definite article).
The idea that because information is widely available, the novice does not need a guide to orient them through it is a flat-out fallacy and unsupported by research. Worse, the Google hasn't had to learn this information itself; as Monash Professor Neil Selwyn proffers: the beauty of human lecturers is that they've had to go through the method of learning it themselves and can model that process of thinking out loud as they go (2018).
Technology has made the necessity to go to a place of learning obsolete.
Ah, but we've heard this presumed before, with the invention of a superior technological invention: writing. Thus was Theuth's contention to Ancient Egyptian god Thamus, according to Plato's telling, at the discovery of writing; it would make the Egytians "wiser and give them better memories" when compared to pure speech (p. 1). And yet later, despite this foretelling, would come another great period, the Greco-Roman one with its forum and parliament, not dissimilar to ours today, ringing anew with rhetorical cadences. As Isocrates so said: "there is no institution
